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MANY NEWS FROM US IN AUTUMN
To satisfy our increasing Quality standards and to meet our increasing
demand for our LIFTKET products, we would like to inform you what’s
new.
Facelift for our products.
Since the 01.07.2017 we are already delivering our products in our new design.
An obvious confession to our name will be clear through the large LIFTKET logo on the hoist.
Furthermore, we have improved our safety- and warning tags and have replaced them
by pictograms, which are understandable all over the world. Also, they meet our high
safety standards.
The type plates were revised so they fit and look better on the hoist. Our technical perfection
will stay untouched.
For all deliveries from the 01.11. on the trolleys and the attachment parts are varnished with
RAL9006 white aluminum. In connection with our electrogalvanized wheels we have a good and
appealing design and an even improved quality.

Speedline STAR LIFTKET (shorter deliverytime)
From the 1.11.2017 onwards we will be introducing our new concept “Speedline” for our Industry
customers. You will be able to order custom made STAR LIFTKET products within 15 working days ex
works. All Models are “Made in Germany” with the following Specification:
24VAC low voltage control, operating voltage 3ph / 380-415V / 50Hz,
upper and lower limit switches, pendant with quick-change connection,
up to around 20m hook path.
These are the models we can offer:

For any further questions, please contact our sales team:
Tel.: +49 3425 8924-0

E-Mail: sales@liftket.de
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